The 
Introduction
The estimation technical efficiency of functioning of relay protection (RP) as differences potentially possible effect in the form of an index of faults on protected object and losses (refusals of work, false and excessive actions) are carried to potential effect, is an actual problem for designing and operation RP of an electric equipment and electric networks. Therefore to this question the attention was always paid at the statistical analysis of features of RP work, for example [1, [5] [6] [7] . However there are problems of imposing appearance different components of statistical data. Some data, for example, faults are mass enough, but such events as refusals of operation relay protection at RP, false actions at asynchronous modes, etc. are rather rare. In this connection it is wrongful to use statistical characteristics with different reliability in interesting criteria functional. Therefore there is an actual problem of support statistical adequacy of all components in considered functional.
Working out calculation methods of poor statistics formation of one event on enough fullvalue statistics of other events can be one of ways to solve the given problem. This way always is widely used at definition of probabilistic characteristics combined realization random events. It is realized in a known rule of multiplication probabilities, i.e., multiplication of probability one event to conditional probability of other event, under the condition that the first has occurred. The first event is rather reliable, and the second is rare. But if the conditional probability of the second event as a small share of reliability of the first event is found in the logic or calculation way precisely enough and unambiguously, that it is lawful to consider insignificant values of probabilistic characteristics combination precisely and unambiguously received. Thus the guarantor is the probabilistic characteristic of rather reliable event.
In a number of practical cases such combinations are possible to find out, then the problem is reduced to possibility of an exact estimation of a share or conditional probability of interesting rare event, for example, operation refusals at faults, false action at open-phase or asynchronous modes. Last thing in practical calculations can be defined not by a direct way, and through the full conditional probabilistic characteristic or the conditional probability distribution law (PDL) in type of probability distribution density (PDD) or probability distribution function (PDF), the sort and which parameters should be defined by logicalcalculation way.
One of logical-calculation procedures for relay protection is the following chain of logic reasoning. To have smaller losses in a network from flow of reactive power aspire to provide the same or near voltage on along branches and in network nodes. It causes almost equal probabilities faults in different points of lines, and then equal probabilities of the resistance measured distance relay protection from places of its placing on the line to place faults on a line. The last means that probability distribution of resistance at faults on lines appears uniform law. This probability distribution is conditional. A condition of distribution is the space of a specific line on which fault has occurred.
Besides in Tomsk polytechnic university the method SBID (selection the borders of intervals of the in and out data) is developed [2] [3] [4] [5] , which allows on PDL arguments of functional dependence to receive approximately but quickly PDL different functional dependences of any dimension is developed. Such PLD is necessary to consider at definition of components of technical effect and losses as conditional since they concern quite certain functional dependence of electric size for a specific branch or node. For cases, when sort PLD of functional dependence is known in advance (for example, normal PLD for the multidimensional sums of components-arguments or their linear combinations), method SBID allows to find parameters PLD of functional dependences almost precisely.
Main Part
On the foundations of the worded definition and the analysis criterion of technical efficiency, and also numerator of this criterion (a difference of potential effect and losses) which is called as technical effect for distance relay protection lines is considered. Losses can be subdivided on two components, which are caused by refusals of equipment and by functioning relay protection. In the given work last component are considered, which is defined by conditions different topology of a network, modes of sources, switching conditions, types faults, abnormal modes, etc., i.e., different operational conditions. Such choice is made because a number of operational conditions can be changed the operational personnel at use of the same equipment, but hardware refusals depend on manufacturers of element base and devices.
In connection with feature distance relay protection, consisting in reaction to design parameter resistance from a relay protection installation place on the ends of a line to place fault, which is distributed on the most simple and with final concrete borders uniform PLD on space of each line and other components of the network, is expedient to construct algorithm of technical efficiency with obligatory preservation use of this PLD. This recommendation concerns all steps of distance relay protection, however most simply and unequivocally it is realized at measurements of resistance to places faults on a protected line. At measurement in the fault conditions on previous lines (opposite substations departing from buses) in a direction of distance relay protection action of network elements, it is necessary to consider feeds of place fault from the additional sources connected to opposite substation. And at measurement fault on previous line to the previous components, which are fixed by reserving step distance relay protection, the account of feeds from the sources connected to opposite substations of the previous elements is necessary considered [8] .
Distribution of probabilities on each line, also resistance star-shaped replacements of transformer elements in the electric value conditions of each component is accepted uniform PLD, i.e., PDD on each component or its heterogeneity part is inverse proportion to resistance of this part.
The technical effect E in the probable form of every step distance relay protection can be presented by expressions:
At phase-to-phase faults
Where the letter р designates probabilities of events: A -faults on a protected line, Ooperation refusals, Л -false, И -excessive actions;
The bottom indexes mean № -number protected line, к -a designation of its ends; The top indexes: с -a designation of steps, for example I, II, III,...; м -phase-to-phase faults, 1 -phase to ground faults, э -working operational conditions, ар -asynchronous modes, НФП -open-phase modes.
The first component of expressions is a potential-possible effect on which pays off on distance relay protection, and the others -corresponding losses.
Further formation of components of technical effect for components distance relay protection from phase-to-phase faults for one of the line ends, for example, к=1 is resulted.
The first component of technical effect as having representative enough statistics at faults on a protected line is defined by expressions. -average duration of detection and switching-off faults for с-th step at phase-tophase faults.
Other components (losses) are defined by product of conditional probability of interesting loss under condition of a corresponding condition on unconditional probability of this event:
-Probability refusals of work -probability false action in service conditions
Unconditional probability of the working condition is defined as probability of the opposite event all earlier specified conditions i.e.
The calculation forming probability excessive action requires the row of the motivations. Probability of the absence blocking the action of the steps to account of the endurance time at account only losses of the operation follows to take the equal zero since given probability is formed to account apparatus refusal only. However when blocking the action step-by-step protections under discrete endurance of time exist the periods, when time of the action step considered protection and steps of protection of the external entities coincide. Then exists work simultaneously protection on considered and external elements. This can be only at interaction of the steps with alike endurance of time. For such events follows to take the half of the events of the correct action step to previous line as excessive actions same time considered steps. For relay protections with hung by endurance of time under non calculation apparatus refusal absence of blocking impossible so probability of this event will always is a zero. Corresponding to technical efficiency at phase-to-phase faults
Corresponding to technical efficiency at single-phase to ground faults
The reception of the negative effect at single-phase to ground faults as can be seen from presented calculations, are conditioned much by large number false action, which can be reduced by way of changing setting value. The optimal setting values in both events exist at reduction setting value comparatively initial, equal resistance line. Follows to note the small specific gravity excessive action under taken factor of the adduction them to refusal work. Here with exists the evident dependency from amount and nomenclature of the previous connections that is not taken into account in accountable and reference statistics. Small is forming false action under asynchronous mode. The influence open-phase mode is taken into account at determination of probability of the working conditioned only, but at calculation of the technical effect is not taken into account in suggestion of the conclusion from work of distance relay protection by device single-phase recloser.
Conclusions
1. Presented probabilistic algorithm of setting distance relay protection on the networks, which is founded on quantitative measure of technical efficiency, allows to define the optimal setting value and evaluates the degree to objective usefulness chosen setting value, which is got by using expert-managing method or simply intuitive fixed by professional.
2. Offered probabilistic method allows optimum to set all channels of relay protections on network, as well as objective to value the possibility of the desired change setting value.
